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ABSTRACT 
The ability to provide very high data rates is a significant benefit of optical wireless communication (OWC) 
systems. In this paper, an optical wireless downlink in a data centre that uses wavelength division multiple access 
(WDMA) is designed. Red, yellow, green and blue (RYGB) laser diodes (LDs) are used as transmitters to provide 
a high modulation bandwidth. A WDMA scheme based on RYGB LDs is used to provide communication for 
multiple racks at the same time from the same light unit. Two types of optical receivers are examined in this study; 
an angle diversity receiver (ADR) with three branches and a 10 pixel imaging receiver (ImR). The proposed data 
centre achieves high data rates with a higher signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) for each rack while 
using simple on-off-keying (OOK) modulation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Optical wireless communication (OWC) systems can be attractive in data centres due to their energy efficiency, 

scalability and flexibility. Thus, hundreds of metres of cables or optical fibre are replaced by using OWC systems. 
A visible light communication (VLC) system is a type of OWC system that can be used for downlink 
communication in the data centre. VLC is a promising technology that can provide high data rates and has been a 
matter of interest for researchers interested in data transfer [1]–[8]. The radio frequency (RF) spectrum is becoming 
scarce as the demand for higher data rates is growing. Offering very high data rates that exceed 10 Gbps, sometimes 
reaching the Tbps region, by using radio systems is highly challenging. Cisco states that, Internet traffic is expected 
to grow 27 times between 2016 and 2021 [9]. It has been shown by many studies that VLC systems can transmit 
video, data and voice contents at high data rates, up to 20 Gbps in indoor environments [7], [8], [18], [19], [10]–
[17], [20]. In addition, VLC can offer a license-free bandwidth that has high security and is low-cost compared to 
RF systems [12], [21]–[28]. However, some limitations of the VLC system have been demonstrated, such as the 
absence of line-of-sight (LOS) components in some links which significantly reduce the system’s performance. 
Also, inter-symbol interference (ISI), caused by the multipath propagation, can reduce the system’s performance. 
In addition, interference from different users can also have an impact on the performance of the system. OWC 
multiple access techniques can be used to reduced interference from other users by employing a variety of 
orthogonal coding methods, such as a wavelength division multiple access (WDMA). Recently, WDMA has 
received attention, especially in the context of supporting multiple users [4], [29]–[33]. 

 
This paper proposes a data centre based on a downlink VLC system. A WDMA scheme based on red, yellow, 

green, and blue (RYGB) Laser Diodes (LDs) is used in this work in conjunction with two types of receivers; an 
angle diversity receiver (ADR) and an imaging receiver (ImR). The effects of multipath propagation are considered 
in this work. White colour can be provided by using RYGB LDs for indoor illumination, as reported in [31]. In 
addition, RYGB LDs can be used as transmitters to provide a high modulation bandwidth. The rest of the paper is 
organised as follows: The data centre configuration is described in Section 2 and the optical receiver design is 
discussed in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the optical transmitter design and Section 5 shows the simulation 
results, and the conclusions are provided in Section 6. 

2. DATA CENTRE CONFIGURATION 
The dimensions of a pod in the data centre are assumed to be (length × width × height) 8 m × 8 m × 3 m in this 

study, similar to [8]. Three rows of racks are assumed in the data centre and each row consists of 10 racks [34]–
[37]. Each rack has its own top of rack (ToR) switch which is placed at the top of the rack and uses the red colour, 
as shown in Figure 1b. The ToR switch is used as a communication coordinator between servers inside the rack 
and the rest of the data centre. The rack dimensions (length × width × height) are shown in Figure 1b. In the 



proposed data centre, more than one meter has been set between rows of racks, and between each row of racks and 
walls for ventilation. In the simulation, a ray-tracing algorithm was utilised for modelling the ceiling, walls and 
floor reflections inside the data centre [38]. Each surface inside the data centre was divided into small equal areas 
(𝑑𝐴) with a reflection coefficient (𝜌). Reflections up to second-order were considered in the simulation due to the 
fact that reflections higher than the second-order have no effect on the received signal [38]. It has been shown that 
plaster walls which are considered in this work reflect signals in a Lambertian pattern [39]. Thus, the ceiling, walls 
and floor inside the data centre were modelled as Lambertian reflectors that have a reflection coefficient equal to 
0.8 for the ceiling and walls and 0.3 for the floor [39]. Each surface consists of many small areas that act as a small 
second transmitters. They reflect the received signal in the form of a Lambertian pattern, where 𝑛 (emission order) 
is equal to 1. These small areas can have a significant impact on the results’ time resolution. When these areas are 
very small, a higher resolution is obtained at the cost of longer simulation time. Therefore, each of these small 
areas was chosen to be 5 cm × 5 cm for the first-order reflection, and 20 cm × 20 cm for the second-order reflection 
to keep the simulation computation time within a reasonable limit [5], [27]. A communication floor (CF) was set 
at 0.25 m above the floor (see Figure 1a) which means that all communications are done above this CF. Below the 
CF rows of racks and racks can be connected through a cable. 

3. OPTICAL RECEIVER DESIGN 
In this work, an optical receiver was placed on the top middle of each row of racks as shown in Figure 1a. Each 
receiver of each row of racks just covers the three transmitters that are placed 1 m directly above the row of racks. 
Two types of optical receiver were considered in this study. The first is an angle diversity receiver (ADR) that 
consists of three branches; branches 2 and 3 consist of three detectors while branch 1 contains 4 detectors as shown 
in Figure 2a. Branch 2 and 3 serve the six racks in the corner of each row, whereas branch 1 just serves the four 
racks in the middle of each row. The ADR was used to collect signals from a specific location while reducing 
interference. Each branch faces a different direction to cover different transmitters in the ceiling of the data centre 
by using the Azimuth (𝐴𝑧) and Elevation (𝐸𝑙) angles. The 𝐸𝑙 angles of the three branches are set as follows: two 
branches have an angle equal to 25°, while the branch that faces upwards is set to 90°. The 𝐴𝑧 angles of the 
branches are 0°, 90°and 270°. The FOV of each detector is set at 20°. In addition, each detector has an area equal 
to 20 𝑚𝑚 . The second type of optical receiver is an imaging receiver (ImR) which contains 10 pixels for 
collecting signals and reducing interference. Four ImRs were located on the top middle of each row of racks. Each 

                      (a)                                                                                                    (b) 
Figure 1: Optical wireless data centre system (a) Data Centre Configuration, (b) Rack diminutions  

 

       (a)                                                                 (b) 
Figure 2: Optical Receiver Design: (a) ADR, (b) ImR.   

 



pixel has an area equal to 20 𝑚𝑚  with a narrow FOV. The ImR uses a lens that is placed above the pixels and 
the FOV of this lens equal to 65° to collect signals from the three transmitters above the row of racks. 

4. OPTICAL TRANSMITTER DESIGN 

In this study, RYGB LDs light units are used for illumination as well as a transmitter for communication. The data 
centre consists of nine RYGB Light units as shown in Figure 1a. Each one of these light units consists of 16 wide-
semi angle RYGB LDs. The semi angle of each one of these RYGB LDs was set to 70⁰ to increase the illumination 
level inside the data centre. These light units were positioned in different fixed locations on the ceiling; (1.8 m, 2 
m, 3 m), (1.8 m, 4 m, 3 m), (1.8 m, 6 m, 3 m), (4 m, 2 m, 3 m), (4 m, 4 m, 3 m), (4 m, 6 m, 3 m), (6.2 m, 2 m, 3 
m), (6.2 m, 4 m, 3 m) and (6.2 m, 6 m, 3 m). The locations of these light units were chosen to offer good 
communication links for each row of racks. Thus, each row of racks collects signals from the three RYGB LDs 
light units that are placed 1 m above the row of racks. 

5. SIMULATION SETUP AND RESULTS 

In this work, each row of racks received the signal from the three RYGB LDs light units that are placed 1 m 
directly above the row of racks. In addition, each rack receives a wavelength different wavelength from its 
neighbour to provide a higher data rates. As mentioned above, a WDMA was used in this work. The assigned 
wavelength and light unit of each rack are shown in Table 1. The optical receiver that is placed in the top middle 
of each row of racks receives the desired wavelength from the selected light unit and transfers the received data to 
the router of the desired rack. 
 
Table 1: The assigned wavelength and light unit of each rack 

Row 1 Row 2 Row 3 

Rack # Wavelength Light unit # Rack # Wavelength Light unit # Rack # Wavelength Light unit # 

1 Red 1 11 Red 4 21 Red 7 

2 Green 1 12 Green 4 22 Green 7 

3 Yellow 1 13 Yellow 4 23 Yellow 7 

4 Red 2 14 Red 5 24 Red 8 

5 Green 2 15 Green 5 25 Green 8 

6 Blue 2 16 Blue 5 26 Blue 8 

7 Yellow 2 17 Yellow 5 27 Yellow 8 

8 Yellow 3 18 Yellow 6 28 Yellow 9 

9 Green 3 19 Green 6 29 Green 9 

10 Red 3 20 Red 6 30 Red 9 

 As outlined in the Section 3, two types of optical receivers are evaluated in this study; ADR and ImR. The SINR 
should be high to decrease the bit error rate (BER) which can be calculated when using on off keying (OOK) 
modulation as: 

                                                                        𝑃 = 𝑄 √𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅                                                                           (1) 

where the function 𝑄(∙) is the Q-function. The SINR of each wavelength can be determined using: 

                                                                        𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅 =  ( )∑ ( )                                                                       (2) 

where 𝑅  is the photodetector responsivity based on the used wavelength (𝑅𝑒𝑑 = 0.4 , 𝑌𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤 = 0.35 ,𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 = 0.3  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐵𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 0.2 ), 𝑃  is the optical power received from the desired wavelength that is 
associated with logic 1, 𝑃  is the received optical power from the desired wavelength that is associated with 
logic 0, 𝜎  is the total noise related to the received signal from the desired wavelength. 𝑃  is the received optical 
power from the other modulated light units using the same wavelength associated with logic 1 and 𝑃  is the 
optical power received from the other modulated light units using the same wavelength associated with logic 0. 



The ImR consists of a lens as shown in Figure 2c with a transmission factor that depends on the incidence angle 
(𝛶) which is computed using [40]: 𝑇𝑐(𝛶) =  −0.1982𝛶 + 0.0425𝛶 + 0.8778 

  Figure 3a compares the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) (dB) of the two proposed optical receivers; 
the imaging and angle diversity receivers, using the selected combining method. The results show that both types 
of optical receivers provide high SINR, greater than 15.6 dB which is needed for 𝑃 = 10  [41]. The ImR offers 
higher SINR in many racks compared to the ADR. In terms of the supported data rate, the ImR can offer data rates 
up to 8.5 Gbps for each rack, while the supported data rate when using the ADR varied between 1.5Gbps and 7 
Gbps, as shown in Figure 3b. These supported data rates are based on the SINR in Figure 3a. Thus, the ImR is 
better than ADR.  

  
(a) 

 
(b)      

Figure 3: Optical wireless data centre system (a) Channel Bandwidth, (b) SINR and (c) Data Rate of ADR and ImR    

6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a data centre downlink was proposed using RYGB LDs as a transmitter. The proposed data centre 
contains 30 racks that are divided into three rows. Each row consists of 10 racks and each rack has a top of rack 
switch that is placed on the top of the rack. Two types of optical receivers were examined in the proposed data 
centre; an angle diversity receiver (ADR) and an imaging receiver (ImR), using a simple modulation technique, 
OOK. A data rate of 8.5 Gbps can be achieved for downlink communication for each row at the same time by 
using the ImR, while the ADR provides varied data rates between 1.5Gbps and 7 Gbps. The ImR provides better 
results compared to the ADR in terms of the supported data rate. 
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